
Corporate Social Investment
Business initiatives that aim to uplift social
welfare through enhanced learning.

Education
Changing

the system

Flexible
classroom
equipment

Availability

The quality of 
education that learners 
and students have in 
South Africa has a 
profound effect on the 
level of innovation and 
performance of 
companies.

Corporate enterprises 
have the opportunity to 
change the educational 
landscape by pooling 
resources, combining 
efforts and leveraging 
the current 
expenditure on 
education more 
effectively.

eLearning solutions 
require mobile, 
durable and safe 
equipment that 
promotes cost savings 
and sharing of 
resources.

Datacentrix is 
committed to making 
modern education 
available to all learners 
in sub-Saharan Africa.



A generation ago, schools relied on computer labs or one or two desktops 
at the back of a classroom. Today the entire classroom has been 
transformed into a 1:1 learning environment, where learning takes place 
at anytime, anywhere from a range of devices. 

Teaching and learning happen in real time with a firm grasp of concepts and a tailored, 
technology-driven approach.

† Innovative products with premier applications
† Reliability
† More teacher control
† Preparing for whatever comes next

Helping schools improve 
learning outcomes

Businesses have a responsibility to contribute to 
the communities in which they operate. A 
cohesive society works towards achieving the 
wellbeing of all its members. This cohesion is the 
foundation for a more orderly and productive 
society that influences the landscape for 
sustainable performance in business. 

Businesses to Companies are profoundly affected 
by the quality and output of the education 
system, particularly those operating on a global 
platform. 

This is particularly important for South Africa, 
given the high levels of educational inequality. We 
need to shift from the idea that business is merely 
an observer to being an active corporate citizen.

Datacentrix has taken up the challenge to 
incentivise corporate enterprise to help address 
the social capital deficit by collectively finding 
ways to support underperforming schools, 
teachers and learners in poorer communities.

Corporate social investment in education:
An overview

Datacentrix is focused on supporting corporate 
social investment (CSI) projects in education, 
providing a broader opportunity for businesses 
to generate sustainable value.

Corporate enterprise can leverage the current 
expenditure in education more effectively by 
aligning its contribution with government policy 
and pooling resources on projects that have the 
potential to generate a systemic shift.

The Department of Education cannot address all 
the challenges on its own. Datacentrix has 
packaged an innovative solution to support the 
educational system, schools, teachers, and most 
importantly, the learners in South Africa.
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The application of Information 
Communication Technology (ICT) to enhance 
both the teaching and learning activities in the 
classroom can be regarded as “paperless 
education”. This is achieved through eLearning 
or 'electronic learning', where learning remains 
the central focus.

Teacher training and professional 
development are two of the most important 
factors for success with eLearning. 

A new approach to education

Many South African schools are at an
educational disadvantage due to the
lack of access to technology. 
Datacentrix has taken up the 
opportunity to make a difference by
collaborating efforts with other
corporate enterprises.
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Laptop Cart

The Laptop Carts are used in educational and 
training establishments where numerous laptops 
are integrated into a multifunctional classroom, 
allowing students to work from wireless 
workstations as well as enabling the sharing of  
resources between classrooms.

High-strength mobile laptop storage and charging cart

Top features

Constructed 
from

fully-welded 
steel and
powder 
coated

Rolls on
non-marking,

ball 
bearing
casters

Stores 
up to

36 
laptops

36

Laptop Carts only require one power outlet from 
which it charges any laptops contained within it 
simultaneously, instead of traditional computer 
labs that require a separate outlet point for each 
computer. There is also the option of using 
renewable energy from solar panels.

The secure metal cabinet minimises theft. It can 
be easily wheeled to one side when the 
classroom needs to be used for another subject. 
The mobility of the cart also gives schools the 
opportunity to move it from class to class 
depending on student needs.

The Laptop Cart offers:
† Smart interior design that prevents cable 

chaos
† High-quality ball bearing wheels and sturdy 

handles that secure high mobility
† A fixed fan ensures charging without an 

increase in temperature
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eLearning makes teaching and learning easier 
and more efficient, not more complicated. For 
this reason, a 'high teach and low technology' 
approach adds to the success of implementing 
technology at schools.

Datacentrix offers a total eLearning solution that 
supports an efficient teaching and learning 
process in South Africa's classrooms.



48
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Top features

Constructed 
from

fully-welded 
steel and
powder 
coated

Rolls on
non-marking,

ball 
bearing
casters

Stores 
up to
500

plastic
covered
books

500

The audio visual mobile library is not only cost 
effective, but it serves as a convenient substitute 
for conventional libraries, as it uses less space 
and can fit into any classroom. This shared 
multimedia resource can also be used to show 
children subject-specific documentaries and 
movies. 

Features
† 5 heavy duty padlocks
† 8 heavy duty castors
† Branding

Storage capacity
† 500 plastic covered books
† 40 inch LED Smart TV fitted
† DVD player and 25 DVDs
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Top features

Stores up
to 48

tablets

2 x 24 
port

Datacentrix
USB 

chargers

Lightweight
and

mobile

The Datacentix 48 Tablet Cart offers an 
economical and practical storage and charging 
solution. The cart is fitted with two 24 port 
Datacentix USB chargers and cooling fan, 
allowing for safe charging of the contents. 

The 48 Tablet Cart is uniquely designed to offer 
the most cost-effective solution for housing a 
large number of tablets in an educational 
environment. Being lightweight at only 45kg and 
equipped with wheels, the cart can be moved 
from classroom to classroom as needed.

Security measures, including the 19 gauge steel 
construction and the 3-way lock ensure the 
safety of the cart’s contents.

Storage capacity
† 24 power rail
† 24 USB charging
† 48 USB charging

Tablet Cart (simple series)
Durable tablet cart that stores, secures and charges up to 48 tablets

Audio visual mobile library
Library frame manufactured from steel and powder coated



Constructed 
from

fully-welded 
steel and
powder 
coated

Rolls on
non-marking,

ball 
bearing
casters

600
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Top features

Lightweight
and 

mobile

Equipped
with

science
equipment

Equipped
with 

laptop

The Science Cart – a cost effective and mobile 
solution in the absence of a laboratory or funds to 
establish one – provides an integrated approach 
to teaching science and includes equipment as 
well as technology. It can easily be stored when 
not in use, or moved from class to class as 
needed.

The Science Cart is a self-contained teaching 
platform from which teachers in both public and 
private schools can illustrate experiments. It was 
manufactured as a simple solution that would 
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Top features

Stores
up to

600 plastic
covered
books

The audio visual mobile library, which has a 
built-in tablet locker, is not only cost effective, 
but it serves as a convenient substitute for 
conventional libraries, as it uses less space and 
can fit into any classroom. 

600 Book, audio visual and 24 or 48 tablet mobile library
Library frame manufactured from steel and powder coated

Science Cart
Integrated technology in the science classroom

In addition to showing children subject-specific 
documentaries and movies, the tablets can be 
used to read ebooks, conduct research, submit 
projects online or play education games.

Features
† Internet connectivity
† 6 heavy duty padlocks
† 8 heavy duty castors
† Branding
† Datacentrix USB tablet charging solution

Storage capacity
† 600 plastic covered books
† 55 inch LED Smart TV fitted
† DVD player and 50 DVDs
† 24 or 48 tablets option
† Tablet storage and charging box
† 24 port USB Datacentrix developed charger 

with cooling fan

empower science teachers to effectively teach the 
subject in an engaging and interactive way. The 
integrated audio and visual components are used 
to present animated or pre-recorded experiments 
in a safe and comfortable environment. The 
Science Cart allows schools to integrate the 
advantages of technology into the classroom in a 
cost-effective way. 

The standard Science Cart comes with a 
combination of life science and science 
equipment, including:
† Laptop
† Digital projector
† Audio system
† Animated software
† Microscope
† Microscope and camera
† Pre-prepared microscope slides
† Science equipment for Grade 10-12

The Science Cart is available in green, red and blue and can 
be customised to suit your specific needs.
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Top features

Cost
effective

Equipped
with 

science
equipment

Water
facility

Basic mobile science cart construction
The Datacentix basic mobile Science Cart is 
constructed out of 16 mm white melamine exteri-
or and interior with a 32 Formica top, all held 
together with a 25 x 25 powder coated square 
tubing frame for additional strength and 
durability. It is fitted with 4 x 100mm diameter 
multi-directional Tente casters with a 80kg load 
capacity each. In addition, it comes with a plastic 
basin, hand pump, 16 pairs of gratnells runners, 
retort rod bush, 3 lockable doors and 1 height 
adjustable wooden shelf.

Customisation
Datacentrix is able to customise the basic mobile 
Science Cart to the required specification:

† Colour
† Casters
† Gas
† Internal electrical outlet
† Adjustable wood shelves or gratnells runners

Basic Science Cart 
Integrated technology in the science classroom

The future of education is here

The world is becoming increasingly digital and 
technology is changing the way we teach. 

Datacentix is at the forefront of this new way of 
education. Our products are all geared towards 
making ICT teaching simpler, more practical and 
less of a financial burden on educational 
institutions, reflecting our commitment to 
making modern education available to all 
learners in sub-Saharan Africa.   

Moving education forward with quality, cost-effective solutions for 
modern teaching needs.

The basic mobile Science Cart – a low cost 
mobile alternative to a traditional laboratory for 
use in educational institutes with limited 
resources – enables the educator and students 
to conduct experiments on a mobile unit that can 
be shared between classrooms. It has sufficient 
storage space for scientific equipment, 
apparatus and water facilities. Designed to fit 
through a standard door, the cart can not only  be 
shared between classrooms, but it can also be 
safely locked away when not in use.

† Simple
† Affordable
† Innovative



Corporate office
Corporate Park North 
238 Roan Crescent, 1685
Old Pretoria Road, Midrand

Tel: +27 (0)87 741 5000

Logistic centre
26 Landmarks Avenue
Kosmosdal, Extension 11
Samrand, Midrand

Tel: +27 (0)12 657 5000

Cape Town office
18 Oxbow Crescent 
The Estuaries 
Century City, 7441

Tel: +27 (0)21 529 0700

Port Elizabeth office
175 Cape Road 
Mill Park
Port Elizabeth

Tel: +27 (0)41 391 0200

East London office
8-10 Winkley Street, 
Chesswood Office Park 
Block B, Berea, East London

Tel: +27 (0)43 705 8000

Durban office
Ground Floor, 6 The Terrace
Westway Office Park
Westville, Durban

Tel: +27 (0)87 741 9000

About Datacentrix

Datacentrix is a complete ICT systems integrator, 
providing solutions and services across the full 
information value chain to its customers. The 
company uses leading technologies to drive 
customer business strategies, unlocking 
efficiencies and empowering meaningful 
business insight.

Our most valuable assets are captured in the 
minds and spirit of our people. Every person at 
Datacentrix is a critical part of our service 
delivery model and our strategy for generating 
sustainable value for our customers and 
stakeholders.

We value partnerships and go the distance to 
establish trusting, lasting customer and 
stakeholder relations. Our longstanding 
affiliations and accreditations with our technology 
partners enable direct access to technology using 
the shortest channels.

It's our passion for excellence that drives our 
innovative and flexible solution design. 
Datacentrix' value-driven strategy and proven 
execution capability reinforce its position as one 
of the top ICT players in the local market.

www.datacentrix.co.za
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